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Section I Executive summary
We are a group of three civil engineering students at the University of Iowa. As part of
our senior curriculum we are taking a capstone design course in which we complete a
preliminary design for a real world engineering project. The work contained in this report, as
well as the design drawings, is for academic purposes only.
We have designed a brand new pedestrian bridge to replace the existing one that connects
campgrounds A and B at the Don Williams Recreational Area in Ogden, IA. The new bridge,
shown in figure 1, will be constructed in the same location as the existing bridge. The new bridge
has been designed with a ten foot width to allow not only for pedestrians, but also bicycles and
commercial lawn mowers to use it as well. The width is sufficient for foot traffic, bikes, UTV’s,
and commercial lawn mowers. Pedestrians will continue to save time when traveling between
campgrounds A and B via the new bridge. Additionally, lawn mowers, landscaping crews,
maintenance workers, or park staff using UTV’s, will save time when crossing the new bridge.
The bridge has been raised to a height that is approximately the same at the trail leading to it, and
about 16 feet over the water. The bridge superstructure is a Howe truss, 10.25 feet wide, and 4
feet deep, made of steel that will over time provide a natural rustic look shown in figure 1. The
bridge also has two fishing areas, one on either side of the bridge, similar to the existing bridge.
The fishing outcrops are 8 feet wide by 8 feet long, with a slightly lower handrail to allow for
ease of fishing over the side. The bridge deck is made of steel grating.

Figure 1. Final bridge design.
The bride will be supported by reinforced concrete abutments on each side of the
lakeshore. Each abutment also has a wingwall to support the soil around the approach.
The bridge will sit on pin and roller attachments on the abutment. The abutment is shown in
figure 5.
To protect the lakeshore around the abutments we included the design of a riprap layer to
prevent erosion in this critical area. The riprap was designed using NRCS design guides.
Connecting to the bridge will be a 10 foot wide asphalt trail. The trail has been designed
according to Iowa DOT standards for Shared Use Path Design. The trail will be ADA compliant
and have a longitudinal slope of less than 2%. The trail will serve for pedestrian use as well as
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bicycles, UTV’s, and commercial lawn mowers. We attempted to keep the trail costs low be
reducing the amount of clearing, grading, cut, and fill that would be required.

Several challenges and constraints were considered during the design of the new
pedestrian bridge. One challenge was ensuring that unauthorized motor vehicles will not be able
to cross the bridge. Another challenge was to design a bridge that would be meet ADA standards,
making it accessible. A constraint was to ensure the the new bridge would house the water main
connecting campgrounds A and B. The new bridge is designed to support that water main, and
keep the existing route with minimal changes.
Along with our own bridge design we also reached out to an engineering firm, Bridge
Brothers, for an alternative design. They provided us with the design and cost of their pedestrian
bridge. Their design was similar to ours, in that it was a deck truss, 152 foot span, with 2 fishing
outcrops. The main difference between their design and ours was simply cost.
The total cost of the project, which includes all design elements, as well as materials and labor is
$248,672. Compared to the cost of the prefabricated bridge option this is the best design choice.

Section II Organization Qualification and Experience
Name of Organization
DCJ Bridge Consultants
Organization Location and Contact Information
DCJ Bridge Consultants is a group of three Civil Engineering students attending the University
of Iowa and can be reached through the Project Manager’s (Dylan Bolton’s) email at dylanbolton@uiowa.edu or evening time phone number at 217-430-0400.
Organizational Design Team Description
We are a team of students at the University of Iowa in senior year capstone design class. Dylan
Bolton focuses on structures and specializes in structural analysis and bridge design. Chuanjing
Hu focuses on structures and specializes in foundations & abutments as well as trail design.
James Scher focuses on environmental and hydraulics issues and specializes in riprap design and
as well as trail design.
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Section III Design Services
Project Scope
The project goal was the design of a single span pedestrian bridge that could
accommodate foot traffic, bicycles, UTVs, and commercial lawn mowers. Additionally,
outcrops that would allow people to fish off the side without obstructing pedestrians and
bicyclists was a design objective. The bridge would be supported by abutments on either side,
strong enough to carry all loads. The shoreline around the abutments would be protected from
erosion by a layer of riprap. Another project goal was the design of a trail that would connect
campgrounds A and B with the bridge. The last project goal was the additional features, such as
removable steel bollards, safety signs, the water main, and lighting. We will discuss each of the
design elements in the final design section of the report.
The deliverables to our client include a report, a drawing set, a display poster, a
presentation, and 3D renderings of our project design. The deadlines for the project submission
is December 7th, 2018.

Work Plan
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Section IV Constraints, Challenges and Impacts
Constraints

The project design was constrained by several things. The first constraint was that the
bridge must be a single span. The client did not want any supporting columns in the water. The
next constraint was the material choice for the bridge. The client wanted an aesthetic bridge, with
a rusted metal look. The next constraint was to include a minimum of two fishing outcrops, one
on each side of the bridge. We noted that fishing from the bridge was actually a main attraction
(aside from quicker access between campgrounds), and was a required feature of the new bridge.
The next constraint for the new bridge was a deck wide enough to allow to bicycles to cross. The
existing bridge and trail design cannot accommodate bicycles or UTV’s. The last constraint was
to keep the existing water main on the bridge. Currently the water main runs down the hillslope,
crosses the bridge, and runs back up the opposite hillslope. The water main supplies potable
water to the shower facility at campground B. This water main would need to be included in the
design of the new bridge. We will discuss each of these constraints in the final design section.

Challenges
The project involved several challenges that we considered during the design process.
The first challenge was relocating the water main. Since the existing bridge supports the water
main, and will have to be demolished before construction of the new bridge begins, that means
the water must temporarily be shut off. We noted that this will likely only affect water service to
the shower facility at campground B. The interruption in water service will only be for the
duration of the bridge superstructure construction, and will resume normal function as soon as
this construction phase is complete. The next challenge was figuring out a way to decrease the
trail approach angles to the bridge. The existing bridge has a staircase leading down to it on
either side of the span. This presents a problem for bicycles, lawn mowers, and ADA
compliance. The next challenge was to find a way to prevent unauthorized motor vehicles from
using the bridge. The next challenge was to discourage park visitors from jumping off the bridge.
It was determined that jumping off the bridge into the water below is unsafe.
Societal Impact within the Community and/or State of Iowa:
The purpose of this study is to identify the population, economic, and social aspects of
the Don Williams Recreation bridge project within the City of Ogden also Boone County.
Population Characteristics:
The Don Williams Recreation Area, is Boone County’s largest conservation park. Boone
County’s estimated population is 26484 people, according to the 2017 United States census from
the US Census Bureau. The median age of Boone’s people is approximately 41, with residents
identified as 96.6% white, 1.2% Black or African American, 0.5% native American and 0.5% of
Asian descent. Between April, 2010 and July, 2017 the population of Boone County grew from
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26306 to 26484 with a 0.7% increase. Ogden, where the project is located, has a population of
2022 people. The overall median age is 46. According to the American Community survey, there
were 992 households in the city and have a median house value of $97400.
Labor Force:
According to the 2007-2011 American Community Survey, the labor force for the City of
Ogden, Iowa is made up of 64.3% of the total population being at ages 16 years and older.
Industry Distribution in Boone County:
Based on data from 2017 Iowa’s Workforce and the Economy, Boone serves as the home
to several industries which include: Glycerin Group, LLC. “The company was awarded tax
benefits from High Quality Jobs (HQJ) for this $27 million capital investment that is set to create
41 jobs at a qualifying wage of $21.58 per hour.”

Social Impact:
Based on the local survey, the Don Williams Recreation Area has been a popular area for
locals to hike, fish, and camp. The project is to replace the current wooden bridge located
between Campgrounds A and B, and allow small UTVs to safely cross the bridge. This would
provide convenience for visitors and park staff to travel between campgrounds while not
bothering fishers on the bridge. The biggest social concern for the project will be the impact on
the guests visiting during the bridge construction phase, which will be a consideration in the
design.
Environmental Impact:
The development of a new bridge at Don Williams Recreation Area has some natural
environmental impact on Ogden. The construction of a leading path to the bridge might cause
minimal effects on trees and other shrub if the path is decided to be relocated. Wildlife impact is
minimal due to the construction area’s small size. The major concern when developing the
abutment for the bridge will cause some negative impact on the surface water. Runoff from the
site could possibly travel through the Don Williams Lake and Bluff Creek and cause negative
health effects on visitors hiking and camping in the Recreation Area, as well as the fish barrier
located just downstream of this pedestrian bridge. Other than some trees, the project will not
have drastic impacts on the landscape in the area. During construction, the area of disturbed soil
will be less one acre, therefore a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) will not
be required. It is worth noting, however that if multiple construction projects occur at the same
time, in the same general area, that together would have one acre or more of disturbed soil, a
SWPPP might be required.
Sustainable Practices:
To make the bridge and trail design as sustainable as possible we have chosen materials
and designs that will last as long as possible. The trail has been designed with a gravel base and
concrete (PCC) paved layer. Adding the gravel base will cost more initially, but it will increase
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the lifespan of the concrete by reducing cracking over time. The bridge was designed with a steel
superstructure as well as a steel deck. The superstructure does not require paint, and will
naturally weather over time. This eliminates the need for repainting. The lifespan of the steel will
depend on environmental and site conditions, as well as maintenance. A typical steel bridge is
designed to last 75 years.

Section V Alternative Solutions that were Considered
During the design phase we considered multiple design options for the project. The
design options needed to take into account the projects constraints, challenges, and the client’s
preferences. Our goal was to deliver to our client, the best possible design solution, for the
lowest cost.
Our first design alternative was a steel girder bridge with a 152 foot span. A girder bridge
uses girders (steel in this case), to support the deck and loads on the bridge. Steel girders can be
manufactured to various lengths, and joined together to span the design length of 152 feet. An
advantage of a girder bridge is the simplicity of the design and ease of construction. A downside
of this type of bridge is the high cost of long steel girders sections. To be able to support the
loads on the bridge, the web of the girder must be 44 inches in our calculations. Long span, 40
inch deep sections of steel beam are extremely expensive. For this reason we decided to look for
other options for the superstructure of the bridge.
Our next design alternative was a deck truss bridge. In this design the superstructure of
the bridge was a Howe style truss located under the deck of the bridge. Truss bridges allow for
longer span lengths without the need for support columns. Truss bridges are strong, and can be
constructed with smaller sections of steel than a girder bridge, which means less heavy
equipment such as cranes are needed to construct the bridge. The overall cost of a steel truss
bridge was significantly less in our design. For this main reason we selected a steel truss bridge
as our final design.
Another alternative was the height of the bridge; keeping it at its present height or raising
it by 10 feet. An advantage of the existing bridge height would be a slightly shorter span length.
Keeping the existing bridge height would require the abutments to be placed at the edge of the
water lakeshore, and would give us a span length of 125 feet. Another advantage is the project
would require smaller abutments (height only). A major disadvantage of this design is the
amount of work that would have to go into the trail construction. To build a trail connecting to
the existing bridge height would require significantly more cut and fill, as well as a switchback
trail, to avoid a steep down sloping trail. The slope of the switchback would allow for ADA
compliant accessibility, however it was not feasible to build a switchback trail that would easily
accommodate UTV’s and commercial lawn mowers. The cut and fill combined with the switch
back trail would also increase the price of the project.
An alternative was to raise the height of the bridge to match the existing ground
elevations at the top of the hillslope on either side of the bridge. This places the bridge deck
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approximately 16 feet over the water surface. There were no real disadvantages to this design
alternative. An advantage is that the trail work would require less cut and fill, and no switchback.
The trail would also be ADA compliant, and would accommodate bicycles, and UTV’s. Another
advantage is the amazing view that park visitors will enjoy while using the bridge. The bridge
will provide unobstructed views of the lake and surrounding park area.
Another option for the bridge, is to buy a prefabricated bridge. Rather than hiring an
engineering firm to design the entire project including the bridge, the bridge can be purchased
separately. The engineering firm will however need to design the other elements of the project
including the abutments. Prefabricated bridges can be purchased to fit the needs of this project,
but will vary in design and cost.
The last design alternative we considered was the material for the trail. The trail options
were gravel, gravel with concrete pavement, gravel with asphalt pavement. We compared the
initial costs, the aesthetics, the lifespan, and ADA standards to determine the best option. Using
only a layer of gravel is the cheapest option. However it would not meet ADA standards. A
disadvantage is the potential for lawsuits, since the trail is open to the public, and would not be
ADA compliant. Another disadvantage is that the park would not qualify for Federal grant
money for an ADA approved trail.

Section VI Final Design Details
The project goal was the design of a single span pedestrian bridge that could
accommodate foot traffic, bicycles, UTVs, and commercial lawn mowers. Additionally,
outcrops that would allow people to fish off the side without obstructing pedestrians and
bicyclists was a design objective. The bridge would be supported by abutments on either side,
strong enough to carry all loads. The shoreline around the abutments would be protected from
erosion by a layer of riprap. Another project goal was the design of a trail that would connect
campgrounds A and B with the bridge. The last project goal was the additional features, such as
removable steel bollards, safety signs, the water main, and lighting. We will discuss each of the
design elements of the project as well as the decision making process for our choices.

Bridge Design
The bridge we have designed is a 152 foot, single span steel bridge, that has a 10 foot
wide deck. The width of the bridge deck is wide enough to allow for pedestrians, bicycles,
UTV’s, or commercial lawn mowers to safely pass. This will save time for park staff,
maintenance workers, or landscapers who need to get UTV’s back and forth from campgrounds
A and B.
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The bridge has been raised to a height that is approximately the same at the trail leading
to it, and about 16 feet over the water. The selected elevation of the bridge has several
advantages. During a 100 year flood event, the water level will rise about 5.5 feet. Even under
these conditions, the lowest point of the bridge truss will still be about 7 feet above the water.
Another advantage is the amazing view that park visitors will enjoy while using the bridge. The
bridge will provide unobstructed views of the lake and surrounding park area. The last advantage
is that by placing the bridge at almost the same elevation as the top of the hillslopes on each side
of the lake, the trail can remain nearly flat. This means no need for stairs, ramps, or excessive
grading to connect the bridge and trail.
The bridge superstructure is a Howe truss, 10.25 feet wide, and 4 feet deep, made of steel
that will over time provide a natural rustic look. A 3D rendering of the bridge is shown in figure
3. Steel was best material for the bridge superstructure for a number of reasons. Steel is strong,
lightweight, cost effective, and can be aesthetically pleasing. Our design has taken into account
the client’s preference to have a naturally weathered look for the bridge superstructure. Over
time the steel will weather and achieve this look.
The steel truss is located under the bridge deck, rather than above, for several reasons.
One reason is that having the truss under the deck allowed for us to design the fishing outcrops.
When the truss is above the bridge deck, it makes it challenging to create a design with
overhanging areas on the side that are still accessible. Having the truss above the bridge deck
would also make it challenging to cast a fishing line over the side without interference from the
steel beams. The next reason is improved aesthetics. The bridge looks cleaner and more open
when the deck is on top of the truss. Pedestrians passing over the bridge will have an
unobstructed view of the surrounding water and park area.

Figure 3. InfraWorks 3D rendering of bridge design.
Fishing has always been a major attraction of the existing bridge, so the new design also
has two fishing areas, one on either side of the bridge. Design drawings of the fishing outcrops
are shown in figure 4. The fishing outcrops are 8 feet wide by 8 feet long, with a slightly lower
handrail to allow for ease of fishing over the side. This will provide enough from for multiple
fishers, while still allowing other traffic to safely use the bridge. Spans are at every 4 feet center-
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to-center where each floor beam will be located, which will be placed under the steel grated
deck. The steel deck will be a Stainless Steel, Type 304, 4.50 # grating(standard) with a 58%
open area. The deck dimensions will be 48” by 120” panels (120” spanned laterally to
completely cover the 10’ deck) and is 0.625” thick. Calculations for the bridge design are in
appendix B.

Figure 4. Fishing outcrop drawings.

Abutment Design
We designed the abutment as a non-Integral abutment without piles, the total width of the
abutment was 11 feet, and the length was 10 feet. The stem width was designed as 3 feet, and the
connection spacing between the truss and the abutment was 2 feet. The bottom footing reinforce
for the abutment was # 7 bar with 12 inches spacing, #6 “O” bar with 9 inches spacing was
designed for connecting footing and stem. The main stem reinforce was designed to use #7 bars
and #5 “Lw” bars both with 12 inches spacing, and top stem was using #5 bar with 10 inches
spacing. The material of the abutment will be normal concrete, and the reinforcing steel will be
use A 572 Gr. 60. Wing walls were designed for each abutment with 45 degree along the bridge
direction. The abutment was designed to be backfilled with gravel with D50 of 2.2 inches for
drainage purpose also with 6 inches underdrain wrapped pipe at the bottom. The abutment was
designed and checked based on AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification Section 3- 6 and
Iowa DOT LRFD Bridge Design Manual Section 5 to 6 including bearing capacity, sliding,
overturning and settlement. Calculations for the abutment design are in appendix A.
One of the challenges with this project was to keep the bridge span length reasonably
short to help keep the costs low. The placement of the abutments is what impacted this challenge
the most. We decided to place the abutments close to the lakeshore, which lessens the distance
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between them, thus decreasing the span length. The abutments are actually placed on the
hillslope of the lakeshore so they are above the water surface elevation.

Figure 5. Abutment design drawings.

Riprap Design
To protect the lakeshore we completed a riprap design, using the Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) document for slope protection for dams and lakeshores, from the
Minnesota technical note 2. Our area of interest for this project was the lakeshore around the
bridge abutments. We designed riprap to protect this area from erosion from wind generated
waves hitting the lakeshore. Since the lake has a water velocity of nearly zero at the bridge site,
the only bank erosion would be from waves and potentially from ice. Using local wind data and a
series of other design factors, we determined the median stone size of 8 inches, the upper and
lower protection boundaries, type A cross section, geotextile lining, and a thickness of 12 inches
or riprap. The combination of the geotextile and the 8 inch stone layer will ensure that the waves
will not erode the soil around the abutment. Figure 6 shows the design drawing for the riprap.
The calculations for the design are in appendix C.
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Figure 6. Riprap design drawing.

Trail Design
The new trail was designed using civil 3d software, contour data from the IDNR, and
aerial images from google maps and IDNR. The standards used were from the Iowa DOT Design
Manual for Shared Use Path Design. The goal was to design the new trail to be in the same
location as the existing gravel trail to minimize cost, and reduce the amount of vegetation and
trees that would need to be cleared. The trail location is shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7. Overview of trail design.
The trail was designed as a 10 foot wide HMA pavement with a 2 foot wide graded
shoulder on either side. The pavement thickens is the recommended is 5 inches. The gravel base
is designed as 4 inches in depth. The cross slope is 1.5% for drainage. The longitudinal slope of
our trail does not exceed 2%. Cross section drawings are shown in figure 8. The benefit of a
paved trail design that it is ADA compliant which means it is accessible to all visitors to the
park, and you decrease the likelihood of lawsuits. Since the bike trail meets a local road, a clear
separation of the paths should be marked with signs, to alert drivers that this path is not for cars.
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Figure 8. Trail cross section design drawings.
Additional Features

We included two removable steel bollards in our design, one on each side of the bridge.
This is a commonly used safety feature that presents a physical barrier to stop unauthorized
vehicle from entering a specific area. The removable steel bollards are placed at either end of the
bridge, and are secured to the ground with either a lock or a bolt. They can simply be removed
and placed to the side to allow commercial lawn mowers to use the bridge.
Another challenge we addressed in the project was to discourage park visitors from
jumping off the bridge into the water below. We determined that the best course of action to
discourage this behavior was to install warning placards along the bridge. The message written
on the placard should warn visitors to the danger of jumping. This could include information
about shallow water depth, hidden objects below the surface of the water, and dangers of old
fishing lines and hooks potentially in the water below.
The project also needed to address the constraint of the existing water main on the bridge.
Currently a water main runs along the bridge connecting the water supply to campground B. Our
final design includes the addition of a new section of water main to be installed under the deck of
the new bridge. Since the new bridge is in the same location as the existing bridge, there will be
minimal rerouting of the water main.
Lastly, we decided to install a total of 2 light poles, one on either side of the bridge, that
would provide enough lighting to illuminate the bridge approach path, as well as the full span or
the bridge. A single light pole on both sides of the bridge will accomplish this, adding to the
safety of the bridge, while keeping costs low.
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Section VII Engineer’s Cost Estimate
The primary source used to estimate the cost of the Don Williams Recreation Area Pedestrian
Bridge proposal was RSMeans. The primary book used to calculate estimated values was from the 2019
Heavy Constructions Cost book, however, values were also pulled from the 2019 Site Work & Landscape
Cost book, 2019 Assemblies Cost book, and 2019 Concrete Masonry Costs book.

Figure 9. RSMeans rounding standards

Table 3. Material Quantities
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A legend has been provided to clarify quantity units used to calculate costs.
Table 4. Legend of Material Quantities

Once quantities were pulled together and in appropriate units, the final cost table was pulled together and
thrown into Microsoft Excel based on RSMeans values. This is shown in table 5.
Table 5. Preliminary Cost of Pedestrian Bridge
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Table 6. A simpler breakdown brings us to the same result in a more general fashion
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